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Abstract: The material science of additive manufacturing (AM) has become a significant topic due
to the unique way in which the material and geometry are created simultaneously. Major areas of
research within inorganic materials include traditional structural materials, shape memory alloys,
amorphous materials, and some new work in intermetallics. The unique thermal profiles created
during selective laser melting (SLM) may provide new opportunities for processing intermetallics to
improve mechanical and magnetic performance. A parameter set for the production of Fe-Co-2V
material with additive manufacturing is developed and efforts are made to compare the traditional
wrought alloy to the AM version of the same chemistry. Evaluation includes magnetic properties,
composition, and phase as a function of thermal history, as well as mechanical performance.
Results show significant similarities in microstructure between AM and wrought materials, as well
as mechanical and magnetic performance. Property trends are evaluated as a function of grain size
and show effects similar to the Hall–Petch strengthening observed in wrought material, though with
some underprediction of the strength. Magnetic properties qualitatively follow the expected trends
but demonstrate some deviation from wrought material, which is still unexplained.

Keywords: additive manufacturing; magnetic materials; grain size effects

1. Introduction

With advances in the additive manufacturing (AM) of inorganic materials, a variety of efforts
to understand the effects of this unique process on structure and properties have been undertaken.
Such efforts have led many to question the use of materials designed for traditional wrought processes
in AM and research has evolved to study the effects of AM processing on more unusual materials
such as intermetallics. Specific work in intermetallics has been focused on materials such as titanium
aluminides for high temperature strength, oxidation resistance, and creep resistance in the aerospace
industry [1–4], or nickel titanium intermetallics for shape memory, damping, and biocompatibility for
implants in the medical industry [5–9]. Only a few publications have investigated the potential for the
selective laser melting (SLM) of magnetic intermetallics [10–13].

Mikler et al. [10] investigated the directed energy deposition (DED) of Ni-Fe-V and Ni-Fe-Mo soft
magnets from an elemental powder blend. They found these materials exhibited similar saturation
limits to traditional materials of similar chemistry, but with much higher coercivity. The difference in
coercivity was attributed to microstructural defects such as porosity, unmelted particles, and other
impurities, while grain size effects were not considered.

Schonrath et al. [11] produced Fe-Ni soft magnets from elemental powders using DED. This work
showed incomplete homogenization with chemical segregation along weld boundaries, which was
associated with increases in magnetic anisotropy. The AM material also showed a higher magnetic
saturation than the elemental powder mixture, but this is likely due to the differences in phases present
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in pure Fe or Ni as opposed to the intermetallic FeNi3 since traditionally manufactured FeNi3 has
higher saturation than the AM material produced here. Evaluation of magnetics in various orientations
relative to the AM process showed no anisotropy in the results.

Garibaldi et al. [12] produced Fe-6Si using SLM. They demonstrated the effects of altered build
parameters and heat treatments on magnetic properties and hardness. Higher laser energies tend
to drive toward a more highly textured material, which was shown to drive variation in magnetic
properties. These changes are associated with the preferred magnetization direction of the crystal
structure and its relation to the manufactured texture. Additionally, small grain size from the AM
process was identified as a potential cause of reduced magnetic performance.

Kustas et al. [13] developed DED parameters for Fe-Co-1.5V and evaluated mechanical and
magnetic properties related to structure in the as-built and ordered states. Results showed a near-random
texture in the as-built state with a grain size on the order of 2.0 µm. The small grain size is attributed to
a layer-by-layer reheating from the DED process. After annealing, a bimodal grain distribution was
observed with the formation of 200–600-µm grains surrounded by the smaller grains remaining from
the AM process. This abnormal grain growth may be caused by grain pinning of second phases such as
oxides or the common (Co,Fe)3V precipitate. Magnetic properties in the as-built condition were shown
to exhibit a higher level of coercivity with more sheared hysteresis loops, while annealed samples had
lower coercivity and higher squareness.

This work intends to evaluate SLM Hiperco 50A (48.75 wt.% Co, 2.0 wt.% V, remainder Fe)
structures and their relationship to mechanical and magnetic properties. This will be done through
comparison with accepted relationships for wrought Hiperco 50A. Connections between grain size
and mechanical and magnetic properties are explored and deviations of AM material from expected
trends are highlighted.

2. Materials and Methods

The starting materials for this research, Hiperco 50A 1.0-inch diameter bar stock and Hiperco
50A powder specified to a 15–45 µm normal size distribution were both procured from Carpenter
Technology Corporation (Philidelhpia, PA, USA). Powder was observed to be generally spherical and
flowed sufficiently in the AM process to avoid any recoating defects. AM parameters (Table 1) were
developed for Hiperco 50A powder on an EOS M 100 system (Krailling, Germany) with a 35-µm
diameter laser.

Table 1. Additive manufacturing (AM) processing parameters for EOS M100.

Power (W) Velocity (mm/s) Hatch Spacing (mm) Layer Thickness (mm)

110 880 0.05 0.02

AM and wrought samples were subjected to two main heat treatments. The first heat treatment
heated up to the gamma phase field and was subsequently quenched in order to generate a structure
with a high ductility, which is typically used for the rolling of wrought material. The second treatment
was an ordering treatment that is required to obtain high magnetic saturation. Both heat treatment
schedules are shown in Figure 1 and were performed in an inert gas furnace under 99.997% purity argon.
Any oxidation from the heat treatments was removed with an abrasive prior to testing. Samples from
the AM process with no heat treatment were also prepared for comparison.

Samples in each condition were tested for density, chemistry, mechanical properties, and magnetic
hysteresis. Results were evaluated for trends between the microstructure and the mechanical and
magnetic performance. Grain size measurement was performed on optical microstructures using the
intercept method with 500 lines. Electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) was performed on a subset of
samples to confirm grain size measurements and evaluate potential texture. EBSD was completed on
at least 400 grains with a 25-kV beam voltage and a 5-nA current. Chemistry was evaluated using
acid digestion followed by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry and inert gas
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fusion per American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) E1019 [14]. Mechanical properties were
evaluated as per ASTM E8 [15] on R4 samples under room temperature conditions with loading rates
maintained below 0.00025 mm/(mm·s). Elongation to failure, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), and 0.2%
offset yield strength (YS) were calculated from the results. Magnetic hysteresis was evaluated as per
ASTM A773 [16] using ring samples for AM material and bar samples for wrought material.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x 3 of 11 
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3. Results

The process parameters used (Table 1) resulted in high density (>99.9%) samples with no obvious
cracking or porosity. Microstructures of each heat treatment condition are shown in Figure 2. It can be
clearly seen that the as-built and quenched AM structures closely resembled the quenched wrought
structure as each system had an irregular grain shape. In all heat treatment conditions, the AM
samples had significantly smaller grain sizes than the wrought samples and irregularly shaped grains.
The wrought material had equiaxed grains in the ordered condition and irregularly shaped grains
in the quenched condition. Chemistry results are shown in Table 2 and show that the AM material
had a much higher oxygen content and a slightly lower vanadium content compared to the wrought
materials. The wrought material had 50.4 at.% iron and was therefore stoichiometrically lean in cobalt,
while the AM material had 49.6 at.% iron and was therefore lean on both iron and cobalt, but only
slightly so for iron.

Table 2. Nominal composition of Hiperco 50A and measured chemistry with test precision for wrought
and AM material.

Element Nominal (wt.%) [17] Wrought (wt.%) AM (wt.%)

Carbon 0.00 <0.001 ± 0.0003 <0.001 ± 0.0003

Manganese 0.05 0.029 ± 0.0040 0.026 ± 0.0040

Silicon 0.05 0.040 ± 0.0004 0.042 ± 0.0004

Cobalt 48.75 48.706 ± 0.0733 49.809 ± 0.0733

Vanadium 2.00 1.996 ± 0.0046 1.720 ± 0.0046

Oxygen - 0.016 ± 0.0001 0.047 ± 0.0001

Iron 49.15 49.213 ± 0.0729 48.356 ± 0.0729

EBSD evaluation of ordered wrought material (Figure 3a) showed equiaxed grain morphology
with a grain size of 49.32 ± 6.69 µm and minimal texture or misorientation. AM material showed a
significantly smaller grain size of 5.87 ± 0.38 µm and a distorted microstructure with elongated and
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curved grains (Figure 3b,c). Regions of grain growth and altered grain morphology were observed in
the AM material after 2 h of ordering (Figure 3b).
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Tensile test curves for each heat treatment condition can be seen in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the
engineering stress–strain curves for quenched and as-built AM samples, which all showed high levels
of ductility. The wrought material showed the lowest strength, followed by quenched AM material
and then the as-built AM material. Each material had similar ductility; however, the as-built AM
sample showed greater variation in ductility as well as the lower average values. Figure 4b shows the
stress–strain curves for the ordered condition for both AM and wrought materials. Both materials
showed significantly lower ductility (<4%) than other conditions, with the AM material showing
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significantly higher strength. The AM material also exhibited a significant secondary yield point
behavior while the wrought material did not.

Figure 5 shows the two AM fracture morphologies observed in testing and is representative of the
fracture morphologies observed in the wrought material. Microvoid coalescence was observed in the
as-built and quenched AM material, as well as the quenched wrought material, indicating ductile
rupture, while transgranular cleavage was observed for both materials in the ordered condition.
Figure 6 shows the magnetic performance of AM material for various heat treatment conditions.
The AM material underperformed in both the as-built condition and the quenched condition, with the
quenched condition having the lower magnetic properties. Ordering the AM material improved the
magnetic performance significantly, resulting in a more square-shaped hysteresis loop.
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4. Discussion

The as-built and quenched conditions of the AM material both showed high levels of ductility,
low magnetic saturation, and a ductile fracture mode, which were all consistent with the structure and
properties typically observed in quenched wrought material. This similarity between the as-built and
quenched AM materials can be rationalized due to the observed high cooling rates in the AM process,
which imparted a similar microstructure compared to a quenching treatment. It can be seen in Figure 2
that all the materials tested were fully dense and the porosity commonly found in AM materials was
not expected to have significantly influenced properties. It still is not clear why the fast cooling rate
drove the high ductility in traditional Fe-Co-V alloys, but the two major theories are the prevention of
the ordering reaction or a martensitic transformation [18]. The largest observed difference between
AM and wrought materials was the grain size, which was likely coupled with the observed yield
strength difference. However, repeatable grain size measurements were not easily completed with
these samples for the AM condition.

It has been previously shown that wrought Fe-Co alloys, such as Hiperco 50A, show a strong
Hall–Petch relationship in the ordered condition [18]. Grain size measurements from this study for
AM material ordered for 2 h revealed grain sizes of 5.87 ± 0.38 µm while wrought material in the same
condition had grain sizes of 49.32 ± 6.69 µm. Figure 7 shows the common Hall–Petch relationship for
Hiperco 50A from Sourmail [18], as well as the data from this study for both wrought and AM material
aged for two hours. The wrought data clearly aligns well with the expected relationship; however,
the AM data slightly overperformed the predicted strength for its grain size. While it is not clear what
the specific driving force for this increased strength was, the higher oxygen content in the material,
the smaller grain size, precipitate formation, and other possible non-standard microstructural features
remnant from the AM process could be the cause and further work is needed to elucidate this behavior.
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In addition to the deviation from the standard Hall–Petch relationship of the ordered AM material,
the ordered AM material exhibited a strong yield point behavior, while the ordered wrought material
did not. As discussed by Pitt and Rawlings [19], reduced grain sizes can increase the occurrence
of Lüders strain behavior in Fe-Co alloys. The 1–2% strain of yield point behavior for ordered AM
material matches closely to reported data for Lüders strain in wrought material with the same grain
size, and the large grain size observed in the wrought samples has been shown to be sufficient to
eliminate yield point behavior.

After the initial results of ordering treatment on the AM material exhibited high coercivity and
insufficient saturation in low magnetic fields, a second ordering treatment was applied to both AM
and wrought materials. A summary of results is shown in Figure 8. The most-square hysteresis
curve was observed in the wrought material ordered for four hours, closely followed by the four-hour
ordering of the AM material and the two-hour ordering for both materials. Similar to Hall–Petch
behavior for yield strength, Fe-Co alloys exhibit an inverse relationship between grain size and
coercivity, though this relationship has not been effectively explored for grain sizes below 5.0 µm [18].
Samples were re-evaluated for grain growth after the second ordering treatment. The wrought material
showed almost no grain growth from the two additional hours of ordering with a final grain size of
51.48 ± 5.05 µm and the AM material showed significant grain growth with a final grain size of 8.91
± 0.22 µm. As can be seen in Figure 9, all wrought and AM samples showed an unexpectedly high
coercivity. When compared to commonly reported coercivity trends for wrought material, both the
wrought and AM samples in this work, which were ordered for two hours, had similar deviations
from the common trend line with an approximately 250 A/m higher coercivity than would be expected
from their grain sizes. Wrought material that was exposed to a second ordering treatment showed a
slight decrease in coercivity, which corresponded to the slight increase in grain size. These changes
qualitatively matched the generally expected trend, though still did not align with previously reported
values. The AM material exposed to a second ordering treatment showed an increase in coercivity that
corresponded to the significant grain growth observed. This result is counter to the expected trend and
could have several possible causes such as higher oxygen content, remnants of the AM solidification
structure, or other sources of domain wall motion barriers.
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In order to investigate the possibility of a second phase formation and its impact on the magnetic
properties, XRD was performed on the samples using a Cu Kα source. Review of both AM and wrought
material after four hours of ordering showed no significant presence of a second phase (Figure 10).
Residual stress, texture, atypical grain boundary character, or nanometer-scale precipitates that might
be present and might not be captured by XRD analysis are possible sources of the high coercivity. It is
not expected that material aged at elevated temperature for 2–4 h and furnace -cooled would retain
any significant residual stresses; however, it is possible that small stress gradients in the AM material
could remain and contribute to the observed values. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) could
provide further insight into the structure of the material and its influence on coercivity, as well as
identify any possible nanometer-scale precipitates. Such precipitates are commonly observed in AM
microstructures and could be a source for both the slightly increased strength and higher coercivity
observed in AM materials when compared to expected wrought material trends [20].
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5. Conclusions

Bulk samples of Hiperco 50A were successfully manufactured using SLM and were evaluated
for mechanical and magnetic properties in various heat treatment conditions. AM material was
shown to behave similar mechanical manner to wrought material in the quenched condition and
exhibited ductility in excess of 20% with lower magnetic saturation than the ordered condition.
The as-built AM condition had a similar “quenched” structure and mechanical properties but had
slightly better magnetic performance. The ordered material exhibited significant improvements to
magnetic properties and expected levels of ductility and strength. Deviations of properties between
the AM and wrought material were largely attributed to the Hall–Petch effect for yield strength,
but coercivity of the AM material did not follow the expected trend with grain size. While additional
work is necessary to understand the driving factors for these trends, SLM Hiperco 50A largely behaved
the same as traditional wrought material. Further work is necessary to optimize heat treatment for
magnetic performance, but it is likely that AM Hiperco 50A material can be effectively used in critical
magnetic applications.
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